
Funeral Home Furniture Solutions 
Sauder® Manufacturing Co. is part of the Sauder Family Companies, a family-run business that has been headquartered 

in Archbold, Ohio since 1934. Sauder Manufacturing Co. is a leading manufacturer of worship, higher education and hu-

man services furniture, and healthcare seating products. We provide solid wood furniture solutions to meet the seating 

and display needs of funeral homes, chapels and mausoleums. Specializing in custom designs and matching furniture 

sets, we offer a comprehensive line of products to meet the unique needs of the funeral industry.

Learn more at Funeral Home Options

https://www.sauderworship.com/view-furniture/custom-furniture/funeral-home-options


For more information on the wide selection of products available,  

please visit the Funeral Home options at sauderworship.com
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Custom Furniture Sets

Sauder® specializes in custom chancel and display 

furniture for funeral homes – our experienced craftsmen 

have the skill and creativity to build anything you can 

imagine. In addition to our custom capabilities, we also 

offer an array of standard designs developed to appeal 

to many styles of funeral homes. From registry stands and 

offering boxes to memory tables and casket biers, choose 

individual pieces or complete sets based on your unique 

needs.

Flexible Chapel Seating

In the world of flexible seating, nothing quite compares to 

the natural beauty and warmth that wood provides. Our 

ergonomic designs ensure maximum comfort and support, 

and choose from an extensive collection to best fit the 

needs of your funeral home and the families you serve.

Fixed Chapel Seating

When traditional, fixed seating is desired for dedicated 

chapels, Sauder pews are a beautiful, quality solution. 

Backed by a comprehensive warranty with over 8 decades 

of experience in building and installing solid wood 

furniture, you can be assured Sauder pews will provide 

comfort, beauty and quality for many years.

Gathering Area Seating

For visiting and welcome areas where plush, comfortable 

seating is desired, Sauder offers a full line of renewable 

lounge furniture. Built with quality, carefully chosen 

materials, Sauder lounge seating products withstand  

high use while being easy to maintain. 
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